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Abstract
For every rational number x ∈ (0, 1), we construct a pair of graphs one regular and one
nonregular with adjacency matrices A1 and A2, having the property that A1−xJ and A2−xJ
have the same spectrum (J is the all-ones matrix). This solves a problem of Van Dam and the
second author. For some values of x, we have generated the smallest examples (with respect
to the number of vertices) by computer. (Keywords: Graphs, Matrices; JEL code: C0.)
1 Introduction
It is well known that with respect to the adjacency matrix, a regular graph cannot be cospec-
tral to a nonregular graph. See for example [1, p.94]. If A is the adjacency matrix of a graph,
any matrix of the form M = αA + βJ + γI with α 6= 0 is called a generalized adjacency
matrix (as usual, J denotes the all-ones matrix and I the identity matrix). For generalized
adjacency matrices the following result was proved in [2].
Proposition 1 With respect to the generalized adjacency matrix M(α, β, γ) = αA+βJ +γI,
a regular graph cannot be cospectral with a nonregular one, except possibly when −1 < β/α < 0.
Note that two graphs are cospectral with respect to M(α, β, γ) if and only if they are cospec-
tral with respect to M(1, β/α, 0). So the value of γ is irrelevant and we only need to consider
the possible values of β/α.
The statement ‘a regular graph cannot be cospectral to a nonregular one’ is clearly not
true if β/α = −1/2. Then multiplication of some rows and the corresponding columns of
M with −1 gives a cospectral matrix that in general corresponds to a different graph (the
operation is called Seidel switching). For example the triangle (which is regular) and the
graph on three vertices with one edge (which is nonregular) are cospectral with respect to
2A− J . When [2] was written, it was an open problem whether the above statement is true
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or false for −1 < β/α < 0, β/α 6= −1/2. In this note we will show that for all these cases the
statement is false, provided β/α is rational. For irrational values of β/α ∈ (−1, 0) we still
don’t know the answer.
It should be noted that the case β/α = −1/2 is rather special. In the proof of the above
proposition it was observed that for graphs with more than one vertex, the spectrum of M
determines the number of edges if and only if β/α 6= −1/2. An other relevant remark is
that Johnson and Newman [6] (see also [2]) have shown that if two graphs are cospectral
with respect to two generalized adjacency matrices with different values of β/α, then they
are cospectral with respect to all generalized adjacency matrices, and therefore they are both
regular or both nonregular. In other words, if one graph is regular and the other one not,
the graphs can only be cospectral for one value of β/α. These remarks show some difficulties
that should be dealt with in finding counterexamples to the above statement. Both graphs
must have the same number of edges, and may not be cospectral for any other value of β/α.
The first counterexamples to the statement (with β/α 6= −1/2) were found by computer.
We will present them in the next section. These computer results motivated us to find a
theoretic construction for counterexamples, which is presented in Section 3.
2 Computer results
If two graphs are cospectral with respect to M(1, β/α, 0), then their complements are cospec-
tral with respect to M(1,−1 − β/α, 0). So one may use to following algorithm to construct
(integral) counterexamples.
1. Choose any integer value of β and α such that −1/2 < β/α < 0 and gcd(α, β) = 1.
2. Choose the number of vertices n ≥ 3.
3. Generate all graphs on n vertices.
4. Compute the characteristic polynomial for each graph with respect to M(α, β, 0).
5. Look through the generated polynomials and find identical ones. See if one of graphs
corresponding to one of such polynomials is regular and another graph isn’t.
Graphs were generated using nauty package by B. McKay [7]. Then graphs were stored on
a disc in a compressed form. The graphs generated were then fed to GAP [3] in such a
way that strings were produced comprising the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials,
and these were stored in a file, one to each line. To the end of each line we added suffix
true or false, true stands for regular graphs and false for nonregular. This file was then
sorted using the Linux utility sort, after which it was easy to look through this file and take
identical polynomials such that one has suffix true and another has suffix false. Some of
the enumeration ideas are taken from [5].
We first tried some obvious choices for β/α, like −1/3, −1/4 and −1/5 with n = 3, . . . , 9.
For β/α = −1/3 and −1/5 there are no counterexamples on less than 10 vertices. However,
for β/α = −1/4 we found exactly two regular-nonregular pairs of cospectral graphs on less
than 10 vertices. One pair is given in Figure 1. It is clear that one graph is regular, whilst
the other one is not. For both graphs the characteristic polynomial with respect to 4A − J
(α = 4, β = −1) is
x9 + 9x8 − 72x7 − 848x6 + 19200x4 + 38912x3 − 110592x2 − 393216x− 262144.
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Figure 2 presents the second pair of such graphs (Libra and a hexagon with a triangle). Both
Figure 1: First pair of cospectral graphs wrt 4A− J
graphs are disconnected. Their characteristic polynomial with respect to 4A− J is
x9 + 9x8 − 144x7 − 1312x6 + 5376x5 + 54016x4 − 40960x3 − 581632x2 + 262144x + 1376256.
Figure 2: Second pair of cospectral graphs wrt 4A− J
We arbitrarily tried a few more values of α and β and for α = 7, β = −3 we found a regular
graph cospectral with two nonisomorphic nonregular graphs. Figure 3 presents them. The
characteristic polynomial with respect to 7A− 3J is
x9 + 27x8 − 126x7 − 6762x6 − 343x5 + 545027x4 − 67228x3 − 13647284x2 + 13176688x.
Figure 3: Triplet of cospectral graphs wrt 7A− 3J
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There is exactly one more cospectral regular-nonregular pair on nine vertices with respect to
7A− 3J (and none on fewer vertices).
3 A construction
In the theorem below we restrict to generalized adjacency matrices of the form A − xJ . As
remarked before, two graphs are cospectral with respect to such a matrix, if and only if they
are cospectral with respect to M(α, β, γ) with β/α = −x.
Theorem 1 For every rational value of x ∈ (0, 1), there exist a pair of graphs, one regular
and one not, that is cospectral with respect to A− xJ .
Proof. Write x = p/q, such that p and q are integers and q is even. We will construct
two cospectral generalized adjacency matrices M and M of size 4q + q2 with entries −p and














The matrices K, B,B and C are built with q× q blocks with constant row and column sums.




−pJ rJ rJ −pJ
rJ −pJ −pJ −pJ
rJ −pJ −pJ −pJ






B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 · · · B1,q−1 B1,q
B2,1 B2,2 B2,3 B2,4 · · · B2,q−1 B2,q
B3,1 B3,2 B3,3 B3,4 · · · B3,q−1 B3,q






B4,1 B4,2 B4,3 B4,4 · · · B4,q−1 B4,q
B3,1 B3,2 B3,3 B3,4 · · · B3,q−1 B3,q
B2,1 B2,2 B2,3 B2,4 · · · B2,q−1 B2,q
B1,1 B1,2 B1,3 B1,4 · · · B1,q−1 B1,q

 ,
where Bi,j is any q× q matrix with p− 1 times r and r +1 times −p in each row and column,
and Bi,j is any q × q matrix with p + 1 times r and r − 1 times −p in each row and column.
So Bi,j has row sums −q and Bi,j has row sums q. Notice that the first 4q rows of M all have
row sum q(q − 4p), whilst the first 4q row sums of M take three different values: q(3q − 4p),
q(q−4p) and q(−q−4p). Also observe that B can be obtained from B by reversing the order




C1,1 · · · C1,q
...
...
Cq,1 · · · Cq,q


should be taken such that C is symmetric with diagonal entries −p and all row and column
sums equal to q(q − 4p) (which makes all row sums of M equal). All blocks Ci,j must
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have constant row and column sums. There are many ways to establish this. For instance,
take C1,1 = C1,2 = C1,q = −pJ , C1,q/2+1 = rJ and for the remaining values of i take for
C1,i any q × q matrix with p times r and r times −p in each row and column. Then put
C = circulant(C1,1, . . . , C1,q).
It is clear that M represents a regular graph and M represents a nonregular graph. What
remains to be proved is that M and M are cospectral. First observe that the given partition
of M (and M) into q + 4 blocks of size q × q is an equitable partition, that is, all blocks
have constant row and column sum. The quotient matrix of such a partitioned matrix is the
(q+4)×(q+4) matrix whose entries are the row sums of the blocks. For an equitable partition
it is well known (see for example [4, p.78]) that the eigenvalues of the quotient matrix are also
eigenvalues of the original matrix and that the corresponding eigenvectors are constant over
each partition class, that is, the eigenvectors span the column space V of I⊗J . Note that the
quotient matrix of M can be obtained from the quotient matrix of M by multiplying the first
four rows and columns by −1. Hence these quotient matrices are cospectral. The remaining
eigenvalues of M and M have eigenvectors in V ⊥. This implies that these eigenvalues are not














Then for the eigenvectors in V ⊥, M ′ and M have the same eigenvalues, and so do M ′ and
M . But since B can be obtained from B by a row permutation, M ′ and M ′ are cospectral.
The conclusion is that M and M have the same eigenvalues for the eigenvectors in V and for
the eigenvectors in V ⊥. Therefore M and M have the same spectrum. tu
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